Best in Online Fair

“Why is Recess Important to Elementary Children?”
Talin Hawkins

Best in Virtual Fair (through Georgia Virtual Region)

“To What Extent Are Reforms to the U.S. Senate Filibuster Necessary?”
Ben Hempker and Camille Argarin

Best in Class I

“How Do Module Applications Present Risks to our Privacy?”
Seynab Said

Best in Class I Anthropology

“A Whale of a Tale”
Huck Wallace
Best in Class I Economics
“Do People Know Where Their Tax Dollars Go?”
John Palmieri

Best in Class I Geography (Tie)
“Bermuda Triangle”
Addison Brady and Brylee Rein

“How Plastic Affects Our World”
Francis Hennecy

Best in Class I History
“What Kind of Clothes Were Popular in the 1880’S?”
Jake Merritt and (do not have parent permission to publish second student name)

Best in Class I Political Science
“How Technology Has Changed War for Soldiers”
Nicholas Sansone

Best in Class I Sociology/Social Psychology
“Who were the Women Heroes of World War II and What Impact Did They Make?”
Heidi Boudreaux
Best in Class II

“How Has Baseball Impacted Modern American Culture?”
Jordan Miller and Braden Lightsey

Best in Class II Anthropology

“Does Music Have Therapeutic Benefits?”
Jeremiah McCall

Best in Class II Economics

“The Effects of Socioeconomics and Academic Performance in Georgia”
Lauren Glover and (do not have permission to publish second student name)

Best in Class Geography

“How do wedding ceremonies differ between USA, Southeast Asia, and Southwest Asia?”
Karuna Damie

Best in Class II History

“British Colonization’s Effect on U.S. Government and Law”
John Lampros
Best in Class II Political Science

“Impact of Hands Free Laws”
Isaiah Kendrick

Best in Class II Sociology/Social Psychology (Tie)

“Fake News: How Does it Affect Our Perception of the Truth?”
Haylie Murphy

“Meatless Meats: Future Food or Vegan Delusion”
Dhruv Anupindi, Aditya Harathi, and Shashank Ramireddy

Best in Class III

“The Legacy of the Vikings”
Emily Grady

Best in Class III Anthropology (none entered)

Best in Class III Economics

“How Does a Country’s Clean Water Policies & Regulation Impact the Country’s Standard of Living?”
Frank George and Brower Zhang
Best in Class III Geography

“Disney . . . Is it a Diverse World After All?”
Courtney Johnson and Camille Johnson

Best in Class III History

“The Albany Civil Rights Movement”
Michael Thomas McKinney

Best in Class III Political Science (none checked in)

Best in Class III Sociology/Social Psychology (Tie)

“Demographic Characteristics of Teen Vaping”
Lindsay Ruhl

“Gray Versus Black or White”
Seyanna Castro and Carly McCoy

Best in Class IV

“One Day, One Election: An Analysis of America’s Primary System”
Michelle Wu, Sri Pinnamareddy, and Minjae Kim

Best in Class IV Economics (none checked in)
Best in Class IV Geography

“An Exploration into How Food Deserts Fuel Today’s Crime Rates and How to Alleviate Both Pressing Issues”
Rhett Seitz and Victoria Ashley

Best in Class IV History

“Newton vs. Leibnitz: Two Independent Discoveries That Shaped Mathematics”
Emma Ringe

Best in Class IV Political Science

“Watergate: How it Influenced America”
Jimmy Vu

Best in Class IV Sociology/Social Psychology

“Propaganda in the Digital Age: The Rise and Fall of Cambridge Analytica”
Rumi Jung Lee

More information about each student and special awards from social studies agencies to come. Check back.